CONCEALERS, PRIMERS AND COVER STICKS
PLEASE CHECK INGREDIENTS BEFORE PURCHASING BECAUSE PRODUCTS CHANGE

Some face primers are listed under face makeup and eye primers under eye make up

Almay Cover-Up Stick
Avon Color Personal Match Stick Concealer
Boots No 7 Radiant Glow Concealer (cvs.com) or UK
Boots No 7 Stay Perfect Smoothing and Brightening Eye Base
Cargo Blu Ray High Definition Mattifier
Chanel Estime de Chanel Corrective Concealer
Cleure Concealers (all Cleure products are SALICYLATE free www.cleure.com/ftc. All sales benefit the FTC
Clinique Advanced Concealer
Clinique Quick Corrector
Clinique All About Eyes Corrector Cream
Coverblend by Exuviance Multi-Function Concealer SPF 15
Cover Girl Advanced Radiance Age Defying Concealer
Cover Girl Invisible Cream Concealer
Cover Girl Invisible Concealer
Cover Girl Invisible Concealer Ethnic Shades
Cover Girl Fresh Complexion Concealer
Cover Girl Advanced Radiance Correcting Concealer, Under Eye Disguise
Cover Girl and Olay Eye Concealer
Dermablend Cover Cream Smooth Indulgence Concealer
Dermablend Professional Leg and Body Cover
Dermablend Creme Corrective
Dermablend Leg and Body Cover Cr?me
Dermablend Quick Fix Concealer
Dermablend Smooth Indulgence Concealer
Elf Essentials All Over Cover Stick
Elf essential tone Correcting Concealer
Elf Mineral Concealer
Elf mineral Eyeshadow Primer
Elf Corrective Concealer
Elizabeth Arden Eye Fix Primer
Estee Lauder Double Wear Stay In Place Concealer SPF 10
Estee Lauder Automatic Creme Concealer
Exuviance Cover Blend Concealer
Femme Coutre Flawless Touch Under Eye Concealer
Guinot Correcteur Traitant/Fast Mattifying Concealer
Hourglass Mineral Primer SPF 15
Illuminare (illuminarecosmetics.com)
Juvena Juvenance Tinted Deliner SPF 10
LA Splash Eye shadow Sealer Base
Lancome Le Rouge Absolut Base SPF 10
Laura Mercier Secret Concealer Hydratant
Laura Mercier Secret Concealer
Lorac aqua Prime Oil Free Make up Primer
L'Oreal Tru Match Concealer
L'Oreal Studio Secrets Magic Perfecting Base Secret No 1
L'Oreal Studio Secrets Anti-Dull Skin Primer Secret No 2
L'Oreal Studio Secrets Anti-Redness Primer Secret No 2
MAC Select Cover Up
MAC Studio Stick Concealer
MAC Prep and Prime Lip Base Levres
Mary Kay Lumineyes Dark Circle Diminisher (for under eye circles)
Mary Kay Facial Highlighting Pen
Maybelline Coverstick Corrector Concealer (green)
Maybelline Cover Stick Waterproof Concealer
Maybelline True Illusion Undetectable Concealer SPF 19
Maybelline Cover Stick Concealer
Max Factor Erace Concealer
Max Factor Erace Concealer, White
Maybelline Instant Age Rewind Concealer
Maybelline True Illusion Undetectable Concealer SPF 10
Maybelline Cover Stick Waterproof Concealer
Morgen Schick Hi Def Prep Pre Make Up Illuminator
Napoleon Perdis Auto Pilot Pore Minimizer and Mattifier
Neutrogena Healthy Skin Smoothing Stick
NYC On Location Color Complete Make Up Kit Coverstick, Lip Gloss, Blush
Paula's Choice Cream Concealer
Paula's Choice No Slip Concealer (wand)  http://www.paulaschoice.com/?a=claudiamarek (to benefit the FTC)
Paula Dorf Eye Primer
Playboy Beauty Hidden Agenda Concealer
Personal Match Stick Concealer
Philosophy Super Natural Air Brush Color Corrector
Physicians Formula Mineral Wear Mineral Cream Concealer
Physicians Formula Mineral Wear Concealer Stick
Physicians Formula Instant Make Over 2/1Wet/Dry Concealer/Foundation
Physicians Formula Concealer Palette 4 in 1
Physicians Formula Magic Cube Concealer
Physicians Formula Powder Finish Concealer Stick, Cover Green
Physicians Formula Concealer 101 Concealer Duo, Green/Light
Physicians Formula Gentle Cover Cream Concealer, Cover Green
Pop Beauty Lip Magnet Primer
Pop Beauty Face Magnet Primer
Pop Beauty No Show Concealer
Prescriptives Illuminating Cream Potion Concealer
Prescriptives Illuminating Liquid Potion
Prescriptives Camouflage Cream
Prescriptives Camouflage Cream
Pixi Brightening Primer (Target)
Ready to Wear Make Up Base
Rimmel Hide Blemish Concealer
Rimmel Clear Complexion Coverstick
Rimmel Recover Concealer
Rimmel Fix and Perfect Primer
Rimmel Hide the Blemish Concealer
Serious Skin Care A Primer with Silicone
Smashbox Anti Shine Powder Gel
Sonia Kashuk Take Cover Concealing Stick (Target)
Stila Perfecting Concealer
Studio Gear Concealer
Studio Gear Prime Objective Skin Perfecting Face Primer
Sue Devitt Automatic Camouflage Concealer
Trish McEvoy Even Skin Face Corrector
theBalm timeBalm Anti-Wrinkle Concealer
Two Faced Eye Shadow Insurance Primer
Urban Decay Surreal Skin Creamy Concealer
Ybf Neutralizing Crème (concealer/primer)